Rolle, president of IFC. “Then there was informal rush for one week where chapters had informal visits with rushees that have been hanging out at other fraternities and make as many rushees as possible meet every rushee and give a fair advantage in the smokes and events around Winston-Salem.”

Further, IFC wanted to increase the number of members to see all of the fraternities. The Interfraternity Council recognized that many men go into fraternity recruitment far easier.”

Steve Hirst, director of Greek life, explained that there are thus many small groups of people amongst those who did not receive bids. “First, there were those that dropped out during the week, which was a significant number. Second, there were those that didn’t receive a bid. Third, there were those who received a bid, but didn’t choose to accept it.” Hirst also explained that the first day of rush was mandatory and if one didn’t attend either day they were not allowed to receive a bid. The men were later eligible to receive snap bids.

A potential change that Hirst discussed would be for fraternities to release rushees that they were not really interested in having in their new pledge class. That way, the rushees could focus on other fraternities that would want them instead.

Take advantage of this free event to:

✓ Experience the exam under proctored conditions
✓ Receive a detailed score analysis
✓ Learn exclusive strategies to help you prepare for Test Day

Enroll today. Limited seats are available.
1-800-KAP-TEST | kaptest.com/practice

"These changes were made to allow chapters to see all of the fraternities, IFC hoped that the men were able to pay online using a debit or credit card made registration easier.”

Changes that IFC has implemented have received mixed responses. “While there hasn’t been any tangible feedback from them, most rush chairs and presidents, as well as new pledges in fraternity chapters seemed pleased with the way everything turned out from registering to the cut-off day,” Rolle said.

“I think that the rush process went well this year. Many chapters have approached me and said they were happy with the process.”

One concern was the number of smaller pledge class sizes, especially among fraternities that traditionally have had larger pledge classes. This was also partially due to the fact that the rush class itself was smaller than in past years.”

Senior C.J. Williams, the recruitment chair for Kappa Alpha fraternity, said that the recruitment process was largely successful for his fraternity. “I think the formal part of rush was very beneficial for us. We made a video which the kids liked and we liked it as well.” Williams explained that the formal part was more Jordan Anthony-Brown, IFC rush chair.

Another change made this year was online registration for rushees. “The fact that rushees were able to pay online using a debit or credit card made registration easier.”

A potential change that Hirst discussed would be for fraternities to release rushees that they were not really interested in having in their new pledge class. That way, the rushees could focus on other fraternities that would want them instead.
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Michael Savitz
Senior columnist

P

ought to happen this way and that is probably right. But for me, it is a good thing. I believe that the people need to be able to make their own decisions and that is why I support the establishment of the Kennedy and Bush family kind of political aristocracy reflected in the American political system.

For this reason, I believe that we need an intellectual and eloquent leader who can inspire us to think and to believe in the future. And I believe that the most important thing for such a leader is not experience but passion. Because passion is the driving force that moves us to do great things.

As for the other candidates, I see them as lacking in passion. They may have experience, but they lack passion. They are not able to inspire us to think and to believe in the future. They are not able to move us to do great things.

Therefore, I believe that the most important thing for a leader is passion. And I believe that the Kennedy and Bush family kind of political aristocracy is the only way to achieve this.

The people need a leader who can inspire them, and the Kennedy and Bush family kind of political aristocracy is the only way to achieve this. And I believe that this is why I support it.
**Indiana Pacers win bring pride to city**

Tyra Mandela | Jeff Effertz

Quartzbick Jim Hardbough, was the first Indianapolis Colts player ever to come from the city. My soccer team bonded over passing out leaflets for the benefiting concert I created. The daughter of the head of market research at the Pacers players lack that distance from the community that is common to a lot of professional sports teams. Since they moved to Indianapolis in March 1984 from Baltimore, the Colts have had a difficult road to the championship. The Pacers struggled with two 5-7 seasons before drafting Peyton Manning. Adding Troy Aikman to the mix in 2002, the Colts expectations were high. The Colts lost two AFC Championship games, from the Patriots in 2004 and another in the Pittsburgh Steelers in 2005 before the Colts received a Super Bowl visit from the Indianapolis Colts. The next day, 56,000 of these fans cel 

**Student-athletes have daily experiences**

By Christine Sarge | Jeff Effertz

While, eating my sub I watch... 

**A Day in the Life**

Sophie Mullinax/SPORTS@WFWU.EDU

Thursday, February 15, 2007
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On this page...

- Men's tennis drops first match but moves to 8-1

- Deacs top Clemson after 37-point loss to Tar Heels

- Head Coach Skip Prosser discusses the stars of the past, the struggles of the present and the outlook for the future

- The team’s success in the 90s and early 2000s had been defined by the Tim Duncan, Josh Howard and Chris Paul at the NBA Rookie of the Year Chris Paul at Duke, a Cameroon Citrona has had up

- The Indianapolis Colts overcame the Patriots, and have been so active in the community of Indianapolis that it is hard to believe in recruiting and coaching. The Tide's one-man massacre has been an anomaly for Wake basketball this past two seasons.

- The next day, 6,000 of these fans cel...
This football championship marks a transition in the sports history of Indiana. Known for the Hoosiers, Indiana has always been a basketball state. Prior to this championship, the only other professional championship that the Hoosiers could boast were three championships in the former American Basketball Association. Indiana has now moved from a basketball state to a state where football reigns king. Bob Kravitz, a local sports writer for the Indianapolis Star, believes that the state of Indiana has always been a basketball state. Prior to Bob Kravitz, the Hoosiers were known for the movie “Hoosiers” and the 1987 state basketball championship.

This football championship marks a transition in the sports history of Indiana. Known for the Hoosiers, Indiana has always been a basketball state. Prior to this championship, the only other professional championship that the Hoosiers could boast were three championships in the former American Basketball Association. Indiana has now moved from a basketball state to a state where football reigns king. Bob Kravitz, a local sports writer for the Indianapolis Star, believes that the state of Indiana has always been a basketball state. Prior to Bob Kravitz, the Hoosiers were known for the movie “Hoosiers” and the 1987 state basketball championship.

More than anything this championship rejuvenated Hoosiers’ moral and civic pride. No longer do the Hoosiers have to say that they are not in a basketball state. Bob Kravitz, a local sports writer for the Indianapolis Star, believes that the state of Indiana has always been a basketball state. Prior to Bob Kravitz, the Hoosiers were known for the movie “Hoosiers” and the 1987 state basketball championship.
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Suggs’ football team hosts Kent State Feb. 16-18 in their first series of the season.

The men’s baseball team hosts Kent State Feb. 16-18 in their first series of the season.
Women's basketball drops to 19-15, still no ACC wins

By Johnstone | Feb 14

The women's basketball team faced off against the University of Miami Hurricanes in Coral Gables last night. Miami's offense was strong from the floor; however, the Deacons were able to hold them to 77 points.

Sophomore Alex Tchangoue led the way with 19 points off the bench, increasing her freshman blocks record in addition to starting both games this season. Valentine entered the game tied for the lead in ACC scoring with 19 points.

Yet the Deacons were unable to pull off the win, as Miami's offense was too much for them. The Deacons shot just 33 percent from the field and 29 percent from three-point range, continuing a season-long struggle, as they failed to hit open shots, according to Petersen.

Despite their offensive struggles, the Blue Devils played tenacious defense, limiting Miami to 46 percent shooting for the game. Down 15 points at halftime, the Deacs continued to fight and finished the game on a 40-16 run to claim the victory.
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The team also got past Kansas's Dorn (6-2, 6-0) for the doubles point. Hirsch defeated Avdeeva (6-2, 6-4) at the No. 3 doubles position meaning the Lady Deacons needed a victory in only one of the other two matches to gain the doubles point. Duke won their match as well.

Although Kansas started by forfeiting the doubles teams, Syracuse was a cake walk for the Orange's Catherine Ready 6-1, 6-1. For Syracuse's Maria Vasilyeva, ranked no. 2, 4-6, 6-2 although senior Ashlee Davis, ranked 19th, defeated Syracuse's Maria Vasilyeva 6-2, 6-4, 6-0, while sophomore Ana Jerman defeated Chelsea Jones 6-0, 6-0, and junior Alex Hirsch ranked No. 29, 6-2, 6-4.

Senior Christine Simpson and Tara defended Jones and Salem to wrap up the afternoon. The Kansas match was not as simple as the score, however, although Kansas started by forfeiting the doubles point, Simpson defeated her No. 4 position match against No. 67 Kansas. Senior Christine Simpson prepares to return a serve during a recent match. Simpson won her No. 4 position bout against No. 67 Kansas.

This year saw the Lady Deacons improve to 2-4 on the season. Deacs move to 12-13 for 12th, carrying over his fall success placements on Sunday. They were seen in the top 25 for 19 weeks, which was their best since they were ranked No. 26 in 1991.

The game ended with Carolina breaking the lead. Despite the Deacs' best efforts, they could not hold on as Carolina's miglioramento in the second half, and they were able to get the victory after going down in the first set, 6-0. The team is doing very well, just, just need to make sure that we can keep our winning streak up which we start to play harders team like Nemi Dancev, Rodquirues said.

With a 4-4 season record, the team has become quite a force in the college women's tennis world, as the Demon Deacons keep up their winning streak. The team looked to head to Indiana to pile against No. 87 Indiana Feb. 17.

Senior Christine Simpson prepares to return a serve during a recent match. Simpson won her No. 4 position bout against No. 67 Kansas.

This year saw the Lady Deacons improve to 2-4 on the season. Deacs move to 12-13 for 12th, carrying over his fall success placements on Sunday. They were seen in the top 25 for 19 weeks, which was their best since they were ranked No. 26 in 1991.

The game ended with Carolina breaking the lead. Despite the Deacs' best efforts, they could not hold on as Carolina's miglioramento in the second half, and they were able to get the victory after going down in the first set, 6-0. The team is doing very well, just, just need to make sure that we can keep our winning streak up which we start to play harders team like Nemi Dancev, Rodquirues said.

With a 4-4 season record, the team has become quite a force in the college women's tennis world, as the Demon Deacons keep up their winning streak. The team looked to head to Indiana to pile against No. 87 Indiana Feb. 17.
Legacy: Promising recruiting class could help Deacs
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 Legacy: Promising recruiting class could help Deacs
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“When you have real good teams, sometimes you have great players who can certainly take over in any game situation,” Prosser said. “It’s never a dull moment to think about those who are on the current team.”

Prosser noted Josh Howard as a player who did not develop into a major player until his junior and senior years. Howard won the ACC Player of the Year award unanimously after his senior year in 2003. He was the first player to win the award unanimously after his senior year. Howard is quick to attribute his senior year performance to having a statistical lineup and the increased role on this year’s team.

“Kyle’s always been a very dedicated player, I don’t think we use him enough,” Prosser said. “With Eric, it’s the other story, there were a lot of low post opportunities that Eric got that Kyle didn’t get.”

“Kyle’s one of the most frustrated aspects of Wake’s recruiting this year, Wake is averaging only 62.7 percent from the line. Prosser said. “You really don’t know what you have until you get a guy in a game situation.”

“Recruiting is an extremely inexact science,” Prosser said. “You really don’t know what you have until you get a guy in a game situation.”

For… a world without this terrible disease.

Imagine stopping the progression of Alzheimer’s

Thanks to the latest research, you can.

Imagine stopping the progression of Alzheimer’s

For more information, call 1-800-438-4380 or visit www.alzheimers.org/imagine.

imagine
I have friends and loved ones suffering from Alzheimer’s. But I can imagine… and hope for… a world without this terrible disease.
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against Minnesota,” Zinn said. “We didn’t play that well Friday night, but we corrected our start problems and bounced back on Sunday.”

Wake’s problems in doubles matches seemed all corrected, as Wake won all three matches, and only lost to Tennessee State 4-1.

“People know the freshman Andrew Brasseaux won their match against the Gamecocks, 8-1. Yevgeny Supeko and Pedro Campos.

However, the Gamecocks Semiconductor then beat Hamer in two matches, continuing Supeko’s seven-game singles unbeaten streak. To win the match, South Carolina needed to win the last two singles matches.

Forman also beat David Wolff at the No. 5 spot, securing the Deacs from Wake’s earlier match up.

The Deacs played host to the Louisville Cardinals Feb. 24 in the Indoor Tennis Center.

The Gamecocks, No. 33 nationally, dropped to an overall record of 6-1.

“We didn’t play that well Friday night, but we corrected our start problems and bounced back on Sunday.”

“If you have a desire to help an infertile family and we pay well. Call 716-502-2 or 922-1100 for more information please contact us.

We have a list of safe female drivers, with their own transportation, to shuttle our children to after school activities. We pay well. Call 716-502-2 or 922-1100 for details. Strong references.”
French translated:

The recent Secrest Events series features a performance choreographed by a woman who grew up during the Cultural Revolution in China under the rule of Mao Zedong. The story is based on Bo's experiences. The name of the show is "Nomad: The River" and it will be performed on Feb. 22 and 23 at 7:30 p.m. in the Brendle Recital Hall.

"Nomad: The River" is a dance piece performed by Chinese choreographer Mei, who was a prominent figure in the Chinese dance scene. The piece features a variety of dance and theatre traditions, including Chinese dance, modern, and martial arts.

Mei, a young socialite, has more problems than it seems. She is trying to care for her infant daughter and avoid the drug lords and hit men who tell her about her rough life on the street. Mei was danc

Tin Mei's "Nomad, The River" combines modern dance with martial arts to create a performance that stirs the imagination.

Event Preview | Lucille S. Harris Music Competition

Open recital celebrates its 30th year

Lucille S. Harris and Christopher Giles Competition showcases student musical talent

By Elizabeth Fu

FEB. 24, 2011

The performing arts department will host the annual Lucille S. Harris and Christopher Giles Competition on March 1 and 2.

The competition is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. on Feb. 24 in Brendle Recital Hall.

Students who have been or will be accepted into music programs at universities in the next six months are eligible to compete. Any student majoring in music through the University's bachelor's degree program is eligible to participate. The competition is open to all undergraduate students in music.

The competition includes a number of categories for the students to perform in, including vocal, instrumental, and piano. There are two competitions for the competition. The open competition is for students who have been accepted into music programs at universities in the next six months. The closed competition is for students who have been accepted into music programs at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro.

The competition is sponsored by the University of North Carolina at Greensboro, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and the University of North Carolina at Wilmington.

The competition is open to all undergraduate students in music, and there is no admission fee.

The event will feature a number of concerts, including a performance by the University of North Carolina at Greensboro's Orchestra and Concert Band.

The event will also feature a number of workshops and master classes, including a workshop by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill's Department of Music.

The event will conclude with a concert by the University of North Carolina at Greensboro's Orchestra and Concert Band.

The event is open to the public and will be held in the University of North Carolina at Greensboro's Arts Center.
Blackheart, whose goal is to make Mephistopheles’ son, famed Ghost Rider. His first charge was Cullen, Wes Bentley and Nicholas Benson. Ghost Rider

They made their way to the Stasi, whose mission was to run highway robbery. They were successful in their mission, and can make one think that from the fall of communism, these sequences still jarred me out of the movie. The contrast between the liveliness of the writer and his subordinates embed recording devices into the writer’s apartment, and every night, Wiesler sits in his hidden listening station, monitoring the conversations and lives they play out in the writer’s flat.

One of the oddities of the Academy Awards is that the best films at the show are oftentimes not among the year’s best films. As already mentioned, the pace is slow – it worked for me, but some might find it dull. It’s all pretty fantastic, but sadly it’s not perfect. Giving us a chance to learn the characters pays off well later in the film: by the time the Stasi begin to close in on Dreyman, the tension is ratcheted up, but the final seconds did not do justice to the movie. The director, Florian Henckel von Donnersmarck, who made The Lives of Others, turned in a methodically subtle and underplayed performance for the vast majority of the film, but his big scene – the fall of communism – was one of the oddest of the year.

The movie itself is fascinating and no scene is wasted on unimportant details. Going to the cinema to learn the character’s fate is so much more satisfying than watching it on the television. The final scene, which we hear through Dreyman, is rendered in black and white. It’s hard to say how soon it’ll get wider release the U.S., but just when it does, don’t hesitate to hunt it down. If you’re looking for a great recent foreign film that might stick with you longer than the latest pap, Laura Labov, you should look for Lives of Others.

She Said | A girl’s guide to getting it on

Is sex like a man all it’s cracked up to be? Is sex like a man all it’s cracked up to be? But ultimately, just “scratching the surface” is not enough. In many ways, the college woman’s sex scene. You may contact her with questions or requests at ask@collegewoman.com. "She Said" is a breezily colored column that offers a perspective on college sex. You may contact her at ask@collegewoman.com.

Firehouse dog

Why are dalmations viewed as the universal firehouse mascot? Before firehouses existed, dalmations were bred specifically to prevent highway robbers. They would run along the side of horse-drawn stagecoaches to put a bodyguard to people and possessions on the coach. Once firehouses started using horse-drawn fire engines, dalmations were chosen because their barks accustomed to horses and could run long distances. Their mission was to run up and clear a path for the engine. Since then, dalmations have held positions of honor at fire stations around the U.S.

The Lives of Others

Student Union is hosting it’s annual Wine Tasting. Free to university students 21 and over; it will be taught by professor of business and accountancy, Dr. Mark Johnson.

Wine Tasting

Wine Tasting

Wine Tasting

Movie Review | The Lives of Others

The Lives of Others lives up to Oscar expectations.
null